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WHAT'S NEW
Alert Management Centre
Canadian international customers may already be familiar with this feature as they have access to it on the U.S. platform. AMC is essentially a module for
account administrators which will further enhance the developments made to Alerts on WestlawNext Canada last year.
“Administrator alerts” will allow account Administrators to create organization-owned alerts for the entire account. They will also offer some additional
functionality different from regular alerts (for example, allow recipients to add customized logos to alerts and newsletters).
The Alert Management Centre enables administrators to:
-Create and manage administrator alerts (organization-owned), which have additional features such as:
•
•
•
•

Allow recipients to view results and full-text content without signing in to WestlawNext Canada
Add customized category tags to alerts for precise organization and filtering
Add a logo to alerts and newsletters
Edit and moderate newsletters before they are delivered to recipients

-Make changes to multiple alerts at once
-Create and edit alerts on behalf of others
-Assign private alert privileges

The Alert Management Centre on WestlawNext Canada is integrated into the existing interface for Alerts, so administrators do not need to learn a separate
interface. Along with additional options that appear when creating/editing alerts, there will be two new links on the main interface:
(1) The “edit selected” link will enable administrators to make changes to multiple alerts at once

(2) The “settings” link will allow administrators to assign private alert privileges; upload logos and more

For more detailed information on how to use Alert Management Centre, visit our Customer Learning Centre for Quick Reference Guides and a video Tutorial.
For Frequently Asked Questions, click here.

New Research and Writing Tools
Two new research and writing tools have been added to WestlawNext Canada to help users work more efficiently: a legal research checklist and
an annotated memo template. The research checklist is an easy way to ensure that a researcher has consulted all the appropriate material in their
research and has not missed anything. The legal memo template provides a structure and written instructions to guide a researcher through drafting a
memo. Both of these new tools are based on The Practical Guide to Canadian Legal Research, Fourth Edition by Nancy McCormack, John Papadopoulos,
and Catherine Cotter.

New OHS General Subject
A new general subject is being added to Cases and Decisions on WestlawNext Canada. The Occupational Health and Safety subject is being added to all
relevant cases and decisions. This allows researchers to use filters to narrow down their search results by this new general subject. There will also be a
new page for this subject. This allows users to restrict their search to the Occupational Health and Safety case collection as a starting point.

COMING SOON
The Annotated Checklists on Litigator will soon expand to include Saskatchewan
Authored by Nicholas M. Cann at McKercher LLP, the new Saskatchewan checklists will add to the provinces currently covered: Ontario, British Columbia,
Alberta and Manitoba. These checklists were expertly crafted for Litigator on WestlawNext Canada covering every step of the civil litigation process, from
the initial client meeting to post-trial and settlement matters. Each item of the checklists is fully annotated with key legislative provisions, case law, related
commentary and practice tips. The checklists also feature links to related materials on WestlawNext Canada. Finally, the checklists are available for
download in MS Word format, allowing them to be completed electronically, to be printed for use as hardcopy or to be customized to best suit the practices
of the user.

